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2Brand History

Charming Roots

Charmin began its journey at the Hoberg Paper 
Company in Green Bay, Wisconsin in 1928. Many 
of their early designs alluded to the feminine 
fashions of the 1920s. It derived its name from an 
employee who claimed the toilet paper was quite 
“charming.” In 1932, Charmin began developing 
packages of 4 rolls to provide its customers with 
the ease of buying in bulk. In 1940, Charmin 
began to create 

Hoberg Paper Company 1928

Brand History

1920
1950
1960
1970
1990
2000
2010

“Charming” → Charmin
Acquired by Procter & Gamble
Mr. Whipple
Sales expanded to all 50 states
Dubbed as most absorbent in USA
Charmin Bears
“America’s #1 Toilet Paper”

Brief Timeline

more modern 
packaging with a 
distinct font. Hoberg 
soon changed the 
name to Charmin Paper 
Company in 1950. 
Three years later, they 
began to campaign 
with images of babies 
to emphasize the 
softness of the toilet 
paper. By 1957, 
Charmin Paper 
Company was acquired 
by its current parent 
company, Procter & 
Gamble. 
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Journey to 1st Place

1960’s and 1970’s Charmin’s marketing 
campaigns quickly became well-known 
throughout the nation. In 1964, Mr. Whipple, a 
character that promoted Charmin’s softness as 
George the Grocer, began his over 20-year career 
appearing in television, radio, and print 
advertising for Charmin. 

This was also the year that Charmin became the 
first scented one-ply toilet paper with the addition 
of perfume. Through Procter & Gamble, Charmin 
made great strides in the 1970s. In 1973, Procter & 
Gamble patented a new manufacturing technique 
that allowed the production of even softer toilet 
paper that maintained its original durability. With 
this softer toilet paper, Charmin continued to rise 
further above its competitors.

1980’s By 1978, Mr. Whipple, their spokesman, became the third most well known man in the 
entire nation. With recognizable branding, like “Please don’t squeeze the Charmin”, they created a 
memorable brand whose distribution spread through all 50 states. Throughout this time, Charmin 
paid attention to the evolving needs of their consumer base. After some customer complaints 
regarding the inks, dyes, and perfumes in the toilet paper, Charmin introduced unscented and 
Charmin Free products. Charmin continued to expand its product lines in the 1990s. They 
introduced Charmin Ultra, an upgraded product with lotion and aloe, in 1993 and the Big Squeeze, 
a pack of 9 rolls, in 1994. 

2000’s and Current Day By 1999, Procter & Gamble introduced the biggest upgrade for Charmin 
with the most absorbent toilet paper in the USA while maintaining its well-known softness. In 
2000, the iconic Charmin bears appeared in television advertisements. It began with an advertising 
campaign called “Call of Nature.” It included a bear in the woods indulging in the gentle softness of 
Charmin. By 2001, there were a family of bears to advertise their new products: Charmin 
Freshmates Rolls, the first moist toilet paper, and Charmin Basic, a lower priced toilet paper. 
Additionally, Charmin went on to produce Charmin Ultra Strong, a stronger toilet paper, in 2007. 
This was heavily advertised through their “Call of Nature” campaign with the Charmin bears. In 
2008, Charmin attempted to increase consumer engagement by creating the SitOrSquat app. This 
app allowed people to not only find public restrooms, but to see reviews of how sanitary the 
restrooms are. The interactive app was quite popular upon its initial release; in fact, Parenting 
Magazine called SitOrSquat “one of the best apps for simplifying a parent’s life.” After partnering 
with Roto-Rooter in 2013, Charmin become America’s #1 toilet paper with America’s largest 
plumbing and drainage services. Roto-Rooter plumbers claimed that “Charmin is used by more 
plumbers than any other brand” because of its clog-free nature. Soon afterward, Charmin Ultra 
Strong was named “one of the Best New Products of 2013” by Better Homes. 

Mr. Whipple “Don’t Squeeze 
the Charmin” advertisements 

and current Bear Family
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Other Segment Considerations

Although it may not be obvious to the younger consumer, Charmin has retained many loyal 
customers among older generations. Their current market includes many individuals from 
Generation X and the Baby Boomer Generation. This could attributed to the prevalence of Charmin 
as they grew up. During their childhood, they were watching Mr. Whipple and his grocery store 
humor. As their parents bought America’s #1 toilet paper of their time, these generations have 
created a habit of following their footsteps. Regardless of what brand is leading now, these 
generations will have an attachment to Charmin because of its role in their life and previous 
credence.

Target Market

Overview

Alongside the brand’s emphasis on families and 
comfort, Charmin’s target market is parents living 
in urban and suburban areas. Because of its 
reasonable price and soft, durable texture, it has 
been a family favorite for decades. According to 
Numerator surveys, consumers with kids are 30% 
more likely to purchase Charmin. Charmin is also 
more likely to be purchased by Caucasion 
individuals over Hispanic, African American, and 
Asian individuals. Since Charmin’s inception, it 
has been branded with a nuclear American family 
in mind, which offers some explanation to the 
greater prevalence of Caucasion consumers. In 
terms of price, Charmin remains relatively in the 
upper-middle in comparison to other brands. As 
consumer income increases, their likelihood of 
purchasing Charmin does as well. Those with an 
income of $100k to $125k (Charmin’s prime 
target market) are the most likely to purchase 
Charmin. The break in the pattern occurs only 
once income exceeds $125k. A potential cause of 
this is luxury alternatives. Whether it be direct 
competition like Who Gives a Crap, or indirect 
competition such as bidets, the luxury of 
e-commerce and sustainability are more 
prevalent once that income threshold is passed.
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Primary Consumer Profile

Meet Amy! She is a 42 year old mother of three and has been 
married for 15 years now. Her husband and children are the most 
important parts of her life. Her and her family live in a suburb near 
Dallas, Texas, where she works as an accountant. She loves to provide 
her family with the best and insists on going grocery shopping. 
Whether it be organic food or soft toilet paper, Amy will not settle for 
less because family comes first. She claims Charmin is “soft enough 
for my kids and strong enough for my husband, so everyone’s happy.”

Primary Target Market

Charmin’s primary target market is driven by family and 
comfort. Their psychographic decisions all include the 
underlying idea of providing the best for your family and even 
guests. Charmin doesn’t follow trends the way many start-up 
e-commerce subscriptions and bidets do. Charmin’s primary 
market is one of people with traditional mindsets. They seek 
comfort in routine. They saw their parents buy Charmin for 
them and will pass the gesture on to their children. Because 
Charmin can be found in almost every supermarket 
nationwide, there is clear ease of purchase during quick 
grocery runs. The consumers that form the primary target 
market tend to be upper middle class families.

Secondary Growth Market

Charmin’s secondary growth target market is millennials. Theses are the young adults of today 
and parents of tomorrow. This upcoming generation of parents will seek more sustainable 
products. Because of their open-mindedness and passion for social and environmental issues, 
they will prefer spending more if it means having a positive impact on their community and 
world as a whole. Currently, Charmin’s campaigns are directed towards their primary target 
market, but this shift could allow Charmin to become the family brand that evolves the 
traditional sense of family.

Target Market

Secondary Consumer Profile

Meet Aspyn! She is a 24 year old mother of 1. Her and her 
boyfriend recently moved from Utah to California. She is a 
prominent instagram influencer and mommy blogger. Aspyn and 
her friends heavily support many causes, especially those 
surrounding human rights and sustainability. She wants her 
daughter to grow up fighting for what’s right. From shoes to 
diapers, Aspyn makes sure to only use sustainable products for her 
daughter as she grows up.
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Increase in toilet paper 
consumption than usual if they 

spend all their time at home 
during the pandemic. 

40%

Purchases driven by

emotions

& fear

Current Market Situation

COVID-19 Implications

During the initial frenzy of the pandemic, families entered unprecedented times of the unknown. 
Whether it be supply chain implications or a nationwide lockdown, the American public felt the 
need to prepare. As the threat of the COVID-19 pandemic increased, consumers stockpiled on 
household items such as food, sanitary products, and especially toilet paper. This stockpiling 
caused toilet paper sales to skyrocket 700% from February to March in 2020. 

According to the psychologists of The Toppe at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary 
Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany, those who ranked as more emotional and afraid tended to 
stockpile using their conscientiousness. In fact, Procter & Gamble reported that in their third fiscal 
quarter of 2020, U.S. sales surged 10% due to consumers stocking up on Charmin toilet paper and 
their other paper products. Unfortunately, overall shares of the company rose less than 1% in 
premarket ratings and their market value of $305 billion has since fallen by 1%. While the craze of 
toilet paper purchases was initially a driver of sales, the state of emergency caused loyal Charmin 
buyers to purchase any toilet paper available. This change in strength of preference will have more 
overall long-term market implications than seen in short-term growth.
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Today’s Numbers

While Charmin has risen within the toilet paper industry since 1928, their growth has recently 
begun to slow down. As of 2017, private label brands have started to take over toilet paper market 
share. In 2017, private label toilet paper companies had a 20.1% share of sales with $1,703.6 
million in revenue. Charmin Ultra Soft had a 12.8% share of sales with $1,085.9 million in revenue 
and Charmin Ultra Strong had 11.8% a share of sales with $1,002.2 million in revenue. While these 
numbers are distinctly superior in comparison to many of Charmin’s competitors, Angel Soft held 
the largest share of sales at 14.4% and revenue of $1,232.2 million. After decades of having the top 
market share, Charmin is beginning to see stagnant growth. 

sales across the US
are dominated heavily by

private

labels

Sales of the Leading 10 Toilet Tissue Brands in 2017

Sales Shares of the Leading 10 Toilet Tissue Brands in 2017

Current Market Situation

which

includes...

Kirkland from Costco,
Great Value from Walmart,

Up & Up from Target, 
365 from Whole Foods,

etc.
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Purchase Behavior

When it comes to purchasing toilet paper, consumers typically use a peripheral decision-making 
process. This process describes just how little time and resources are put into choosing Charmin 
over another brand. For a 12-pack of toilet paper, Charmin Ultra cost approximately $13 while 
Charmin Essentials cost approximately $7. Charmin has a spend per basket of $8.99, median share 
of basket spend of 13.2%, and median total basket spend of $68.22.

Few people go to the store for only Chamin. When Charmin is purchased, so are groceries, other 
toiletries, and general family items. In fact, Charmin shoppers are 127% more likely than average to 
do their shopping at food-related channels. This is also reflected in basket size research as Charmin 
purchases are 450% more likely to include 21+ items and 89% less likely to include only 1-2 items. 
This low likelihood for urgent 1-2 item purchases show how rarely consumers purchase Charmin 
with urgency. One clear threat to Charmin purchasing behavior are age demographics. Those aged 
45 to 54, 55 to 64, and over 65 years old are 3%, 20%, and 52% more likely to shop for Charmin. 
Comparatively, those aged less than 24, 25 to 34, and 35 to 44 years old are 20%, 15%, and 12% 
less likely to shop for Charmin. 

$8.99

Average Brand 
Spend per Basket

13.2%

Median Share of
Basket Spends $68.22

Median Total 
Basket Spend

Current Market Situation
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Brand Positioning

Target

Charmin primarily targets families over young single people. These families are quality-oriented 
and make it a point to integrate this principle into their daily lives. When choosing their toilet paper, 
they value reliability with each use. Charmin buyers tend to be between 41-75 years old and in 
Generation X and the Baby Boomer generation. These families live in urban and suburban areas 
and have relatively higher income. Charmin users feel that the brand cares about their comfort and 
their families as it grows and they grow up. Charmin has one target market, though they have the 
opportunity to target younger parents and families. Charmin’s brand positioning is unchanging.

Frame of Reference

Charmin’s frame of reference contains other established brands such as Cottonelle and Quilted 
Northern. Other established brands are not as durable nor as soft to the touch. Their Charmin 
Essentials line is comparable to Angel Soft, though Charmin Essentials maintains a higher quality 
than leading budget brands.

Points of Difference

Charmin is often considered the best brand available in stores. It offers a range of price points 
without sacrificing its signature quality. Charmin’s focus on its superior quality and catered product 
offerings allows users to choose and take pleasure in the small details of everyday life. Charmin 
elevates the restroom experience.

Reasons to Believe

Charmin toilet paper does not clog pipes and is used by Plumbers more than any other brand. 
Charmin’s SitOrSquat app shows Charmin’s dedication to consumer comfort. Above all else, 
Charmin commits to creating softer and stronger toilet paper than other leading brands. 

“For families seeking quality in every aspect of their life, Charmin provides quality toilet 
paper that allows you to enjoy the go, among weak and rough toilet paper because its 4x 

stronger and absorbent than the leading brands.”
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Competitive Frame

Competitive Frame

Charmin’s brand positioning focuses primarily on its signature strength and softness as well as the 
thickness of its sheets and its large roll sizes. Charmin’s primary competitors are brands of similar 
quality and price such as Cottonelle, Scott, and Quilted Northern. On the cost-effective end, 
Charmin still faces plenty of competition, thus the brand released their “Charmin Essentials” line. 
This line competes more directly with Angel Soft toilet paper and private labels while still 
maintaining strength and softness. Additionally, Charmin has plenty of e-commerce competitors 
that offer more eco-friendly products. Above all else, Charmin targets those who seek high quality 
toilet paper over attributes like price and sustainability.

Price Sustainability Product Range Availability

Charmin

Angel Soft

Cottonelle

Scott

Quilted 
Northern

Up&Up 

Who Gives 
a Crap

TUSHY

Established Brands

Private Label

(at Target)

Sustainable 

E-Commerce Brands

Category Leaders

(in Sales Share)

KeyLow High
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Competitive Frame

Established High Quality Brands

Charmin’s main competitors in the same price range are Cottonelle, 
Scott, and Quilted Northern. Each of these brands have various 
product offerings ranging from strong or regular toilet paper to a 
softer toilet paper. Cottonelle is the only brand out of these that 
also sells wet wipes. Charmin currently offers one type of wet wipes 
in multiple sizes, while Cottonelle offers regular flushable wipes, 
extra large, and their GentlePlus® wipes. Quilted Northern also 
offers facial tissues, and Scott offers paper towels as well as 
rapid-dissolving toilet paper specifically for boats and RVs. Each of 
these brands are sold in major retailers such as Walmart and 
Target. What makes Charmin such a strong brand leader, however, 
is Charmin’s comparatively high salience and recognizability, 
primarily due to their history of strong advertising. In the past, 
Charmin’s spokesperson, Mr. Whipple was the third most 
recognizable person in America. In the present, Charmin’s bear 
families represent their different products. While Quilted Northern 
once ran advertisements in the 1990s and early 2000s featuring 
grandmas with needles, they no longer have any recognizable 
mascots. Charmin drives brand equity by being high quality, easily 
recognizable, and widely available.

Cost-Effective Alternatives

Although Charmin is known for its quality, it is also known for its 
higher price. As a way to compete with more cost-effective 
alternatives, the brand offers the Charmin Essentials line. While a 
Charmin Essentials 12-pack costs more than brands like Angel 
Soft, the line is actually equitably priced when roll size is taken 
into account. Angel Soft differentiates itself from Charmin with 
its fresh linen and lavender scents. While in the past, Charmin 
sold scented toilet paper, the products were discontinued. 
Charmin also competes directly with their retailers such as 
Target, who prioritizes their private label brand Up&Up on the 
Target website and in stores. Up&Up offers ultra strong, soft and 
strong, and ultra soft options similar to most other established 
quality brands. Aside from being sold online and in Target stores, 
Up&Up cannot be found in other retailers while Charmin can. In 
terms of quality comparison, Charmin Essentials boasts their 
signature high quality regardless of price.
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New Sustainable E-Commerce Brands

At the end of the last decade, sustainable toilet paper brands have begun to pop up everywhere. 
Two of the major brands to emerge from this trend are Who Gives A Crap (WGAC) and TUSHY. 
Both brands center around sustainability with their more eco-friendly bamboo. While WGAC is 
priced slightly higher than Charmin, TUSHY is far more expensive at $69 per 36 rolls of toilet paper. 
WGAC focuses more on their variety of sustainable products such as WGAC’s paper towels, tissues, 
reusable cloths and their 100% recycled toilet paper. TUSHY, on the other hand, began as a bidet 
company and later expanded into bamboo toilet paper and other bathroom products including their 
TUSHY Ottoman, bamboo towels, and TUSHY Stand & Tissues. Bidets such as TUSHY’s compete 
with toilet paper brands by decreasing the need for toilet paper and giving users a more clean 
finish. 

These two brands operate entirely online and rely primarily on monthly product subscriptions. 
Unlike these two brands, Charmin’s materials are entirely virgin trees, making it one of the least 
sustainable toilet paper brands. Charmin’s closest product competitor is the Charmin Forever Roll, 
which also operates on subscriptions. Like these sustainable brands, the Forever Roll targets the 
younger, millennial consumer, albeit in different ways. Millennials tend to value convenience, thus 
the subscription offering and the large roll that only needs to be changed once a month.
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Competitive Frame Quadrants

The main attributes that contribute to the consumer choice of toilet paper are sustainability and 
overall quality. While they vary in price and availability through brick and mortar stores and 
e-commerce, each brand offers something different to consumers.

Charmin Competitive Frame Positioning

Charmin performs in the high quality, but least sustainable quadrant of products. As sustainability 
begins to increase as a purchasing care about, Charmin faces a challenge of whether to adopt 
sustainable practices and potentially sacrifice quality.

Quality

Less Soft & Strong
Quality

More Soft & Strong

Sustainable

Less Eco-Friendly

Sustainable

More Eco-Friendly
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Brand Architecture

Charmin’s brand architecture is fairly simple. They are one of many under Procter & Gamble’s 
house of brands. Charmin itself offers a handful of sub-brands including their premium-cost toilet 
papers such as their Ultra Soft, Ultra Strong, and Ultra Gentle toilet papers. Aside from their main 
lines, Charmin also offers Charmin Essentials, Charmin Flushable Wipes, and the Charmin Forever 
Roll. Charmin Essentials is the more cost-effective option for Charmin users and gives the option 
for either Soft or Strong. Charmin’s normal toilet papers all come in the size Mega (equal to four 
regular rolls) while Ultra Soft and Ultra Strong are the only ones to come in the size Super Mega 
(equal to six regular rolls).

Sub-brands

Ultra Soft Charmin’s softest 2-ply toilet paper. Charmin 
Ultra Strong toilet paper is also 2x more absorbent than the 
leading bargain brand. (Ultra Soft Mega Roll and Ultra Soft 
Super Mega Roll)

Ultra Strong Charmin’s strongest 2-ply toilet paper due to 
its diamond weave texture for an ultra strong clean. 
Charmin Ultra Strong toilet paper 4x stronger when wet 
than the leading bargain brand. (Ultra Strong Mega Roll and 
Ultra Strong Super Mega Roll)

Ultra Gentle The only toilet paper in stores with lotion on 
every sheet. Charmin Ultra Gentle 2-play toilet paper is 
made for sensitive skin and is clog-safe. (Ultra Gentle Mega 
Roll)

Parent Company

House of Brands

Ultra

Soft Strong Gentle

Essentials

Soft

Strong

Misc.

Forever Roll

Flushable
Wipes

Charmin Essentials Charmin’s best 
value ply toilet paper. While at a price 
similar to Angel Soft, Charmin Essentials 
Soft 2-ply toilet paper maintains 
Charmin’s signature softness. Charmin 
Essentials Strong 1-ply toilet paper is 3x 
stronger than Scott 1000 when wet. 
(Charmin Essentials Soft Mega Roll and 
Charmin Essentials Strong Mega Roll)

Charmin Flushable Wipes Charmin’s 
only wet wipes. The packaging now has 
a resealable top to ensure moisture and 
an extra clean feeling. Charmin’s 
Flushable Wipes are also the optimal 
choice for travel and being on the go.
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Brand Identity

Brand Elements Over Time

In its early branding in the 1930’s, Charmin used a woman’s silhouette and light white cursive 
typography appeal to the woman of the household. Transitioning into the 1940’s, Charmin built 
upon the same packaging with a bolder, more modern black, sans-serif font. In the 1950’s, Charmin 
began to use blue and white, along with imagery of a baby resting on the toilet paper to signify 
Charmin’s gentle softness. Throughout this time, Charmin maintained its connection and tradition 
of using blue across its branding. Starting in 2003, Charmin softened its brand image upon 
adopting a smoother “whisp” or “cloud” look. This shape carried on to develop into a literal cloud 
logo around the Charmin typography.

1932 - 1940

1940 - 1950

1950 - 2003

2003 - 2012

2012 - 2015

2015 - Present

Brand Mascot Evolution

As Charmin evolved its brand designs, Charmin also evolved its brand mascots from Mr. Whipple to 
the Charmin Bear Family. Beginning in 1964, actor Dick Wilson was the brand mascot known as 
“Mr. Whipple” for more than two decades. When Mr. Whipple eventually retired, Charmin adopted 
the Charmin Bear Family starting with three bear cubs, paying homage to the many babies 
previously on their packaging. Although the Charmin Bears have undergone individual redesigns 
over the years—whether it be a expanding to red and blue families for their Ultra Strong and Ultra 
Soft toilet paper, or changing to brown in color—the Charmin Bear Family has been a major 
American icon and symbol of caring for your family.

Brand Elements of Competitors

It is important to note that in the toilet paper competitive 
frame, many brands utilize cooler toned colors to signify 
cleanliness and peacefulness. Although Charmin’s main logo 
and brand colors fall in commonality with its competitors 
branding and packaging, Charmin’s use of yellow, green, and 
red stand out beyond the competition and as a result, have 
historically performed better.

Brand Identity
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Charmin Color Palette

Charmin’s main brand uses a light blue and navy blue that communicate peacefulness, softness, 
and signal to their competitive frame of hygiene products.

#82d0f2
R:130
G: 208
B: 242

Charmin Light Blue

#061d58
R:6

G: 29
B: 88

Charmin Dark Blue

Current Charmin Logo

#990009
R:153
G: 0
B: 9

Ultra Strong Red

#5eb2e6
R:94

G: 178
B: 230

Ultra Soft Blue

#108234
R:16

G: 130
B: 52

Ultra Gentle Green

#ffe809
R:130
G: 208
B: 242

Essentials Yellow

Charmin also currently uses blue, red, yellow, and green to symbolize its multiple product lines. In 
contrast to its competitors, a majority of these colors are bright and in contrast the calm cool color 
palette of its competitive frame.

For its Charmin Ultra products, they utilize unique colors to signify each product's physical 
characteristic. Charmin Ultra Strong is the brand’s most popular product, signified using the color 
red to symbolize strength but also love. In contrast, Charmin’s main line of Ultra Soft toilet paper is 
signified using a shade blue in between its two blue shades in the Charmin logo. Lastly, Charmin 
Ultra Gentle toilet paper uses the color green to represent healing and freshness while still alluding 
to quality.

For Charmin’s cheaper alternative line, named the 
Charmin Essentials, the brand uses a shade of 
yellow for both the Strong and Soft Essential 
product. Although there is not a noticeable 
distinction between the Strong and Soft yellow, 
the use of yellow references feelings of 
happiness, warmth, and cheer. These are all 
characteristics that families resonate deeply with 
and find “essential.”

Lastly and most recently, 
Charmin has launched a flushable 
wipe product using a 
combination of green and blue to 
represent both freshness and the 
same softness Charmin’s 
products are all famous for.

#16a098 
R:22

G: 160
B: 152

Flushable Blue Green

Essentials Packaging
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Customer-Based Brand 

Equity Pyramid

CBBE

CBBE Overview

Charmin has been the leader among the toilet paper competitive landscape for decades since its 
initial creation in the 1930’s. Charmin is especially known for its strong performance in quality and 
durability, but also a balance of comfort and softness. Additionally, its branding surrounding the 
feelings and imagery of warmth and family traits has resonated well with its target audience. The 
brand’s emotional experiences and physical features work together to build strong brand resonance 
with its consumers, despite loyalty to toilet paper being difficult to achieve. These findings are 
based on conducted research and one-on-one interviews.

+ loyalty
+ attachment
- community

Resonance

+ warmth
+ security
+ comfort
+ familiarity
+ social approval

Feelings

quality +
credibility +

consideration +
superiority +

Judgements

+ bear family
+ family values
+ caring for your family
+ mr. whipple

Imagery

higher price -
availability +

soft & strong +
product reliability +

recognizable product design + 

Performance

Salience

+ breadth of availability
+ visibility in retailers
- low breadth of consumption situations

high depth +
easy to recall +

recognizable color associations +
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Salience

Charmin’s brand salience was evidently strong as the superior toilet 
paper in the market—a commonality we noticed throughout our 
interviews and research. Charmin has high depth and is easily 
recognizable. Whether consumers were young adults or older 
parents, all toilet paper users could instantly recall Charmin and its 
key product qualities and brand elements such as the Charmin Bear 
Family. Charmin has a high breadth of availability and visibility as it 
is easily accessible through the e-commerce platforms and large 
retailers like Amazon, Target, and most grocery stores or 
supermarkets. It is, however, important to note that toilet paper in 
general has low breadth or variety of consumption situations due to 
lack of dual purpose and limited use within the restroom, especially 
a household setting.

Imagery

The most notable property of the Charmin brand, as recognized by 
most interviews, is the bear family. Charmin is well associated with 
families and family values. One interviewer even stated, she prefers 
Charmin because she grew up watching the bear advertisements all 
the time growing up — saying it reminds her of “back home”. 
Another, fondly remembers the time 15+ years ago as she was potty 
training her children, Charmin had tips on how to potty train your 
young children and sent her bear stickers to motivate her children. 
Regardless of age, many customers have fond memories attached 
with Charmin and the bears that imply a connection with caring for 
your family. 

Performance

Although Charmin is relatively higher priced than its competitors, its 
higher price signals and corresponds to Charmin’s higher quality 
products. Additionally, all eight interviews conducted showed high 
recognition that Charmin was both strong while soft. The interviews 
also showed confidence in Charmin’s consistent product reliability 
with a recognizable product design. Charmin outperforms all other 
toilet paper brands and has been ranked America’s #1 toilet paper. 
Interviewees also communicated that they could sense a visible 
difference in product quality compared to in-house supermarket 
brands especially.
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Judgements

A main strength of Charmin is its durability alongside its softness. 
Although Charmin is higher priced compared to its fellow market 
competitors, our interviews showed that Charmin was affordably 
priced at bulk stores such as Costco or while on sale. Sales 
promotions highly incentivized purchasing behavior by eliminating 
initial barrier to purchase. Although the young adults interviewees 
stated that their current life situations may keep them from being 
able to afford Charmin, many preferred it without hesitation. All these 
purchasing behaviors highlight Charmin’s superior product quality and 
credibility in areas of softness, thickness, durability, etc.

Feelings

The brand evokes the emotional reactions of warmth and 
quality while being tied to family values. Secondarily, the 
brand represents security and familiarity. Being a product 
purchased as a “quality upgrade” from your typical toilet 
paper, there is a strong association between spending more 
money on quality items as a way to show you care for your 
family. Additionally, Charmin toilet paper has high social 
approval and is still a social norm in North America among 
alternatives like a subscription-based toilet paper, bamboo 
alternatives, or bidets. 

Resonance

Overall, Charmin is a consumer’s ideal toilet paper brand. Although many may have price barriers 
to purchasing, their ultimate preference in toilet paper is one with the physical attributes Charmin 
is associated with. Additionally, there is high loyalty and attachment to the product because of the 
combination of superior quality and warm family imagery. However, Charmin does lack a strong 
peer to peer community due to the discomfort talking about toilet paper.

“This is my favorite toilet paper. I will never use another 

brand!!”

- Mandy227

“Charmin is the best tissue you can by. We have been 

having to buy generic we hate. It’s very hard without 

Charmin. Been using it since 1970.”

- Yancy13

“I’ve used this product for years now, and wont switch!”

- Sue66

Customer reviews from Charmin.com

Known for being

strong

& soft
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Marketing Mix

Product

Charmin currently has nine different product lines that allow them to compete competitively with 
almost any other producer of toilet paper. From it’s premiere Ultra Soft, Ultra Strong, and Ultra 
Gentle, to its more value-based products such as Charmin Essentials Strong, Soft and the Forever 
roll, to its most recent addition of the Charmin Flushable wipes, Charmin has diversified its product 
lines enough so that they have a product to match a wide range of consumer preferences.

Price

Charmin has a range of price points based on the 
functionality of the product as well as the number of rolls 
sold ($2.47 for a single pack of wipes to $34.97 for the 
Forever Roll starter pack). Regardless of the product line, 
Charmin is typically priced higher than other leading toilet 
paper brands (i.e Cottonelle, Angelsoft). That said, 
consumers believe there is a higher quality associated with 
the Charmin brand, justifying its price points.

Place

Charmin is a very easy product to find as it is available at 
many large retailers such as Walmart, Target, and Kroger. It 
is also available online through Amazon and retailer 
websites. Because it is important for Charmin’s products to 
be readily available everywhere, the brand manages 
channel conflict by distributing different product lines to 
different retailers. Smaller packages of Charmin can be 
purchased at retailers such as Walgreens or CVS, while 
large retailers—both online and brick and mortar stores— 
carry the brand’s larger packages.

Promotion

Charmin has always done an excellent job at promoting its 
products. From the height of Mr.Whipple in the 1970s and 
following years, to the extremely recognizable family of 
bears we see today, Charmin has always done a great job 
creating brand awareness and recognizability. Typical 
Charmin promotions highlight the superior functionality of 
the product. As Charmin has positioned itself as a family 
brand, promotions also often highlight how Charmin is the 
right brand to care for your family’s needs. 

Prices ranging from

$2.47 to

$34.97
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Advertising Campaigns

Current Advertising

The most recent advertising campaign of Charmin premiered on November 9th, 2020. In the 
commercial “Stranded|Charmin Super Mega Rolls,” we see the father of the loveable Charmin bears 
telling the cubs a “scary” story of the time he was “Stranded… with no toilet paper!” As the cubs 
are on the edge of their seat, emphasising their disbelief and fear of having an empty roll, the 
mother bear enters to the rescue. She explains that’s why they “started buying Charmin Super 
Mega rolls.” The commercial then highlights how big the Super Mega rolls are, how much longer 
they last compared to the leading competitive double roll, and how consumers don’t have to worry 
about running out. 

This commercial reflects the stress consumers went through during the panic buying earlier in 2020 
as a result of the pandemic. Charmin recognizes the feelings and issues customers faced with 
running out of toilet paper and highlights exactly how their product (Charmin Super Mega rolls) is 
designed to alleviate consumers' concerns.

Advertising Campaigns

Past Advertising

This campaign is overall very consistent with the 
Charmin brand. As Charmin traditionally positions 
itself as a quality brand, that is perfect for helping 
your family “enjoy the go”. In previous campaigns 
they highlight how Charmin can help keep your 
family clean, or use less—both things that were 
important to consumers at the time. Even during 
the era of Mr. Whipple, product functionality and 
superiority was featured. This campaign shown 
on the right follows suit; however, instead of 
focusing on the functionality benefits of its 
product, it focuses on the longer last and 
reliability of their product, which is currently 
important to the consumers as a result of the 
pandemic.
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Brand Challenges

Main Challenges

1. Increased competition
2. Shifting consumer preferences

Increased Competition

Private Labels Since 2007, before the economic housing recession of 2008, Charmin and other 
branded labels have seen an increase in competition from private label brands created by retailers. 
Major retailers like Target, Kroger, and Walmart have upgraded their private branded toilet paper 
with access to once exclusive manufacturing processes limited to only large brands including 
Charmin’s parent company Procter and Gamble, and Cottonelle’s parent company Kimberly Clark. 
In the past decade, Charmin and other branded labels have seen consumer brand preference shift 
dramatically to in-house brands of major retailers who provide acceptable quality at lower price. 

Pandemic Effect on Brand Loyalty Although Charmin has held its position as the leading brand for 
toilet paper with over 76 million Americans choosing Charmin above others, the recent pandemic 
has solidified that economic recessions and shortages leave consumers with little room to care 
about brand preference. This means that consumers are more likely to brand hop. It's important to 
note, however, that people will use an estimated 40% more toilet paper than usual if they spend a 
large majority of their time at home during the pandemic. Charmin has the opportunity to 
capitalize on this increase in demand. Furthermore, the shortages of toilet paper during the 
pandemic led to an increase of curiosity into bidets, which are now entering the competitive frame 
of reference. Although bidets are typically a more expensive investment initially, they eventually 
save consumers more money on toilet paper in the long-run. 

New Options Additionally, the recent emergence of direct-to-consumer (DTC) subscription options 
in toilet paper has left Charmin with competitors coming from every angle, whether it be 
affordability or sustainability. Given the building circumstances, Charmin is faced with an upcoming 
challenge to either adapt to the changing consumer market or continue solidifying their strong 
brand messaging in hopes that the consumer loyalty they have built prevails. Ultimately, for a 
consumer, switching to a new toilet paper has little switching costs. The challenge Charmin faces is 
renewing consumer loyalty for their brand in an economy that shows little need for them.

Private Labels

Improving in Quality ($)
Charmin

($$)

Bidet Attachments

Higher Investment ($$-$$$)
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Shifting Consumer Preferences

With recent changes in the American political landscape and technological capabilities, product 
offerings like e-commerce and sustainability are entering consumer preferences. These preferences 
which previously did not exist are preferences that Charmin products do not adequately address. 

E-commerce Even before the pandemic and the constrictions 
of social distancing and quarantining, consumers were already 
being drawn to e-commerce and subscription-based options 
for household goods. The recent limitations of the pandemic 
have exasperated the importance of e-commerce as people 
are staying home more. Although Charmin has since offered 
the new “Forever Roll” product as a subscription-based product 
in order to appeal toward millennials and younger consumers, 
this is not a well known or promoted offering and is their only 
subscription product. Additionally, e-commerce platforms like 
Amazon and subscription-based toilet paper alternatives like 
“Who Gives a Crap” have been steadily growing in popularity 
for years. 

Sustainability Additionally, there has been a cultural 
shift toward sustainability. In the toilet paper market, 
this is seen through an increase in bamboo and 100% 
recycled toilet paper options (and through an 
increasing preference for bidets). Researchers found 
that 70% of Americans think environmental 
protection is more important than economic growth. 
Toilet paper options made of bamboo are more 
eco-friendly and have a smaller environmental 
impact than toilet paper made from virgin trees. 
Furthermore, many competing brands like TUSHY 
offer recycled friendly toilet paper, bidet options, and 
reusable antibacterial towels. Charmin continues to 
lag behind in their sustainability efforts and is ranked 
low in comparison to other large toilet paper brands. 
Although Charmin’s parent company Procter & 
Gamble is seemingly committed to using 
sustainability based on recent advertisements, 
ultimately, their toilet paper production relies solely 
on virgin trees. Sustainability is also a growing trend 
with younger generations, who will eventually be the 
future consumers of Charmin. Furthermore, 
Millennial parents prefer sustainable home products 
because they see sustainability and eco-friendly 
options as a way to care for their children’s futures.
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Brand History

History of Charmin Toilet Paper 
https://www.charmin.com/en-us/about-us/char
min-history
Charmin Logo
https://1000logos.net/charmin-logo/

Target Market, Market 

Situation

Charmin Brand Snapshot
https://snapshot.numerator.com/brand/charmin
Charmin’s Lesson in Segmentation
https://massolutions.biz/charmin-forever-roll/
Procter & Gamble US Sales Surge
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/17/procter-ga
mble-pg-q3-2020-earnings.html/
Sales Shares of Top 10 Leading Toilet Tissue 
Brands of the US
https://www.statista.com/statistics/188710/top
-toilet-tissue-brands-in-the-united-states/
Why the Pandemic Unleashed a Frenzy
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-
01836-1
Sales of Top 10 Leading Toilet Tissue Brands 
of the US 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/262106/sal
es-share-of-the-leading-10-toilet-tissue-brand
s-of-the-us/
Toilet Paper Trophy Hunters
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coro
navirus-usa-toiletpaper-idUSKCN22A30A
How the Coronavirus Created a Toilet Paper 
Shortage
https://cnr.ncsu.edu/news/2020/05/coronaviru
s-toilet-paper-shortage/#:~:text=The%20comp
any%20estimates%20that%20people,once%20t
he%20shortage%20is%20over

Advertising, Marketing Mix

Current “Stranded” Advertisement 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2jghF9gE
68

Brand Positioning,

Architecture, Competition

Charmin Toilet Paper
https://www.charmin.com/en-us/shop-products
Which Toilet Paper is the Most Sustainable
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/sustainable-toilet-paper
Up&Up Toilet Paper
https://www.target.com/s?searchTerm=Up%26Up+toilet+paper
Angel Soft Toilet Paper
https://www.angelsoft.com/category/angelsoftshop
Who Gives a Crap Toilet Paper
https://us.whogivesacrap.org/products/
TUSHY Bidets and Toilet Paper
https://hellotushy.com/pages/shop
Cottonelle Toilet Paper
https://www.cottonelle.com/en-us/products
Scott Toilet Paper
https://www.scottbrand.com/en-us/products
Quilted Northern Toilet Paper
https://www.quiltednorthern.com/

Brand Identity, Challenges, CBBE

Toilet Paper is Having a Moment
http://www.insights.digitalmediasolutions.com/news/toilet-pap
er-wars
Charmin Advertising and Marketing
https://www.adbrands.net/us/charmin-us.htm
Charmin’s Soft Sell to Consumers
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/jennifer-skene/charmins-soft-sel
l-consumers
Tweets from the Seat
https://digiday.com/marketing/inside-charmins-social-media-st
rategy/
What the Hell is Going on with Toilet Paper
https://digiday.com/marketing/copyranter-hell-going-toilet-pa
per-advertising/
Charmin Ultra Strong Mega Roll
https://www.charmin.com/en-us/shop-products/toilet-paper/ul
tra-strong-mega-roll-toilet-paper#ratings-reviews-wrapper
Charmin Branding
https://gilmorebranding.com/charmin/
70% Americans Think Environment Is More Important
https://www.treehugger.com/americans-think-environmental-
protection-more-important-economic-growth-4858443
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